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Abstract

DNA base modifications and mutations are observed in all genomes throughout the kingdoms of life. Proteins involved in their
establishment and removal were shown to use a base flipping mechanism to access their substrates. To better understand how
proteins flip DNA bases to modify or remove them, we optimized and developed a pipeline of methods to step-by-step detect
the process starting with protein–DNA interaction, base flipping itself and the ensuing DNA base modification or excision. As
methylcytosine is the best-studied DNA modification, here we focus on the process of writing, modifying and reading this DNA
base. Using multicolor electrophoretic mobility shift assays, we show that the methylcytosine modifier Tet1 exhibits little DNA
sequence specificity with only a slight preference for methylated CpG containing DNA. A combination of chloroacetaldehyde
treatment and high-resolution melting temperature analysis allowed us to detect base flipping induced by the methylcytosine
modifier Tet1 as well as the methylcytosine writer M.HpaII. Finally, we show that high-resolution melting temperature analysis
can be used to detect the activity of glycosylases, methyltransferases and dioxigenases on DNA substrates. Taken together, this
DNA base flipping analytical pipeline (BaFAP) provide a complete toolbox for the fast and sensitive analysis of proteins that
bind, flip and modify or excise DNA bases.

Keywords: DNA modifications; base flipping; electrophoretic mobility shift assay; high-resolution DNA melting analysis; base
excision; methylcytosine

Introduction

DNA base modifications diversify the genome and regulate gene
expression in a spatio-temporal manner. One of the best-studied
DNA base modifications is 5-methylcytosine (5mC). Its establish-
ment and maintenance are catalyzed by DNA methyltransferases
(Dnmts), which transfer a methyl group from S-adenosylmethio-
nine (SAM) to the fifth position of cytosine [1]. However, cytosine
is sheltered inside the DNA double helix and stabilized by base
pairing with the base guanine (G). Thus, to access and subse-
quently modify cytosine, a DNA base flipping mechanism is used
by Dnmts. The base flipping phenomenon was first described in

1994 in a ternary complex containing HhaI methyltransferase
(M.HhaI) [2], DNA and S-adenosylhomocysteine (SAH). In this
complex, cytosine is rotated out from the DNA backbone by 180�

and inserted into the catalytic pocket of the M.HhaI enzyme.
Since then, more and more Dnmts were described to use a base
flipping mechanism to achieve DNA base modifications, includ-
ing M.HaeIII [3], M.TaqI [4], M.T4Dam [5], M.EcoDam [6], and the
murine DNA methyltransferase Dnmt1 [7].

Moreover, 5mC can be modified by Ten-eleven translocation
proteins (Tet) to 5-hydroxymethylcytosine [8, 9], 5-formylcyto-
sine (5fC) and 5-carboxylcytosine (5caC) in an iterative iron and
oxoglutarate dependent oxidation reaction [10, 11]. Similar to
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other DNA base modifiers, Tet proteins use a base flipping
mechanism to modify 5mC to 5hmC [12, 13] and subsequently
to 5fC and 5caC [14, 15].

In addition to DNA modifications, mutations of DNA bases
that create mismatched base pairing are observed in vivo.
Deamination of 5mC for instance [16], which either occurs spon-
taneously or is catalyzed by APOBEC3A, creates T:G mismatches
[17]. To ensure proper genetic and epigenetic heritable informa-
tion for subsequent cell generations, these mutated DNA bases
must be repaired. One enzyme identified to be involved in T:G
mismatch repair is Mbd4, a member of the MBD protein family
that contains a glycosylase domain [18]. Following binding, the
aberrant base is flipped out of the DNA helix and removed by
Mbd4. The resulting abasic site is then repaired by enzymes of
the base excision repair pathway [19].

To date, several methods are used to detect DNA base flip-
ping, including X-ray crystallography [2] and nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy [20]. Although X-ray crystallogra-
phy provides the absolute proof of DNA base flipping, it is very
demanding and time-consuming and depends on sophisticated
equipment. The above makes it also not the method of choice to
analyze the effect of mutations. The 2-aminopurine (2AP), an an-
alog of the base adenine, has been used to detect base flipping in
real time [21]. The fluorescence signal of 2AP is highly quenched
when it is incorporated into DNA and located inside of the DNA
helix. Conformational changes (bending/kinking) of the DNA
increase 2AP fluorescence; however, the highest fluorescence
intensities were observed when 2AP is flipped out of the DNA
helix [22]. Moreover, several chemicals that react with flipped
DNA bases have been identified. The resulting reaction prod-
ucts can be subsequently visualized by piperidine-induced
strand cleavage and electrophoresis on denaturing gels [23–25].
Chloroacetaldehyde (CAA), for instance, reacts with the unpaired
bases A and C to form 1,N6-ethenoadenine and 3,N4-ethenocyto-
sine, respectively [26]. In combination with piperidine treatment,
several Dnmts and endonucleases were successfully verified to
use a base flipping mechanism to modify DNA bases [24].
Although M.HpaII belongs to the DNA methyltransferase family,
several studies failed to detect that it induces base flipping [24],
indicating that the current detection methods do not provide suf-
ficient sensitivity and require optimization.

Since double-stranded DNA is mainly stabilized by base pair-
ing between complementary strands, as well as base stacking
interactions between adjacent bases [27], any DNA base modifi-
cation would affect DNA double strand stability. To determine
the thermostability of double-stranded DNA, the melting tem-
perature measurement was developed. In particular, high-reso-
lution melting (HRM) temperature analysis was shown to be a
highly sensitive method that allows discrimination of a single
base mutation within double-stranded DNA [28].

In this study, we developed a pipeline of methods to analyze ev-
ery step of the DNA base flipping process. We apply these methods
to the analysis of the cytosine base modifiers (M.HpaII and Tet1)
and a methylcytosine reader and glycosylase (Mbd4). We show that
our pipeline of methods is sensitive enough to analyze DNA bind-
ing, DNA stability, DNA base flipping and DNA base modification/
excision induced by a variety of proteins involved in modifying and
reading DNA bases.

Materials and methods

Step-by-step detailed protocols and materials for every assay
are included in the Supplementary Data.

DNA preparation

DNA oligonucleotides were purchased from IBA (Germany) or
IDT (Integrated DNA Technologies, Germany). To prepare fully-,
hemi- or un-methylated double-stranded DNA, same molar of
upper (CGup or MGup, 42-mer) and lower strand (Fill-In-
ATTO550 or Fill-In-ATTO647N, 20-mer) were mixed in NEBuffer
2 (50 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris–HCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 1 mM dithiothrei-
tol; NEB, USA), denatured at 95 �C for 2 min and annealed by
slowly cooling down to 37 �C. Then, the primer extension reac-
tions were performed in the presence of 0.05 U/ml Klenow frag-
ment, 1 mM dTTP, dGTP, dATP (PeqLab, Germany) and either
0.1 mM dCTP or dmCTP at 37 �C for 1 h. The methylation states
of double-stranded DNA were confirmed by restriction enzyme
MspI and HpaII digestion. To prepare double-stranded DNA con-
taining T:G mismatch, same molar of upper (MGup, 42-mer) and
lower strand (T:G mismatch DNA, 42-mer) were mixed in
NEBuffer 2, denatured at 95 �C for 2 min and annealed by slowly
cooling down to 37 �C.

PCR fragments were amplified from a plasmid containing a
MINX sequence [29] using either dCTP or dmCTP as described
[30].

Protein purification

GFP-, YFP-, mcherry- or His tagged proteins were purified from
Sf9 insect cells as previously described [30]. For GFP and YFP pu-
rification, Ni-NTA beads coupled to GFP binding protein (GBP;
[31]) were used. For mcherry purification, Ni-NTA beads coupled
to RFP binding protein (RBP; [32]) were used. For His-tagged pro-
teins, Talon beads (Clontech Laboratories, USA) were used.
M.HpaII methyltransferase was purchased from NEB (cat. no.
M0214S).

Electrophoretic mobility shift analysis

Purified proteins were incubated with the different fluores-
cently labeled oligonucleotides in binding buffer (20 mM HEPES,
pH 7.9, 1 mM EDTA, 3 mM MgCl2, 2 mM DTT, 4% glycerol, and
0.1% Triton X-100) for 90 min at 37 �C for all proteins except
Mbd4, which was incubated at 4 �C for 30 min. Complexes
were analyzed on a nondenaturing 4.5% polyacrylamide gel (ac-
rylamide/bis-acrylamide, 30% solution). Fluorescent signals
(protein and DNA) were detected using a fluorescence imager
(Amersham Imager 600 RGB) and also a fluorescence plate
reader (TECAN InfiniteVR M200).

The fluorescent signals from the plate reader were plotted as
a heatmap using a self-written R script (see Supplementary
Data).

HRM temperature analysis

To detect DNA base flipping, we incubated the oligonucleotides
with purified proteins at 37 �C for 2 h in the presence or absence
of 2-CAA. After incubation, PlatinumVR SYBRVR Green qPCR
SuperMix-UDG (Invitrogen, cat. no. 11733046) was denatured
and added to the sample. HRM temperature analysis was per-
formed in a StepOnePlusTM Real-Time PCR machine (Applied
Biosystems). Samples were first denatured at 95 �C for 30 s, then
temperature was decreased to 50 �C with a decreasing rate of
2%, followed by increasing the temperature to 90 �C with 0.1 �C
steps.

To detect base modification/excision, we incubated the oli-
gonucleotides with purified proteins at 37 �C for 2 h. Then HRM
temperature analysis was performed as just described.
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Data normalization and visualization were performed using
a self-written R script (see Supplementary Data).

Results and discussion
Protein–DNA binding assay

We hypothesized that three steps are involved in DNA base
modification: (i) protein–DNA binding, (ii) base flipping, and (iii)
base modification itself (Fig. 1). Therefore, we first aimed to un-
derstand how proteins interact with DNA, a process that is also
critical for basic biological processes such as DNA replication,
repair, and transcription in vivo. To better understand these pro-
cesses, methods allowing accurate detection of protein–DNA in-
teractions are essential. In the past few decades, several
methods have been developed to detect protein–DNA interac-
tions [33]. In particular, electrophoretic mobility shift assays
(EMSAs) showed to be a robust and sensitive method [34].
Classical EMSAs use radioactively labeled DNA to visualize pro-
tein–DNA complexes, whereby proteins in the complex are de-
tected only indirectly (Fig. 2A). However, to better understand
the composition of protein–DNA complexes it is very important
to directly detect both, protein and DNA signals. Therefore, we
optimized multicolor EMSAs, which allows simultaneous detec-
tion of differently labeled DNA oligonucleotides and proteins.
Because large complexes composed of multiple proteins bound
to one DNA molecule cannot easily enter the gel, the fluores-
cence signals in the gel pockets were also included in our detec-
tion (Fig. 2A, right lane 5). Through detection of all complexes
and complex components, new potential applications, such as
protein competition assays and competitive binding to different
DNA species can be implemented (Fig. 2A, right lane 5) [30].
Here, we use multicolor EMSA to directly test the specificity of
Tet1 for differently modified DNA substrates in one reaction,
which would have not been possible with classical radioactive
EMSAs.

The preparation of fluorescently labeled DNA oligonu-
cleotides, purification of fluorescently tagged proteins
(Supplementary Fig. S1) as well as the detailed multicolor
EMSAs protocol are described in the “Materials and methods”
section. To detect signals of fluorescently labeled proteins and

DNA oligonucleotides, we initially used a fluorescence imager
with 460 nm, 520 nm, and 630 nm excitation wavelengths, as
well as 525BP20, 605BP40, and 705BP40 emission filters.
However, since the filter settings were not suitable to discrimi-
nate yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) and the mcherry protein
signals (Supplementary Fig. S2A), we tested and developed a
method to detect any combination of fluorescence signals on
the gel using a fluorescence microplate reader, which gives full
spectral excitation and emission flexibility. Moreover, this de-
tection way immediately provides intensity values without the
need for image analysis, which is a must when using fluores-
cence imagers. A detailed description on how to image poly-
acrylamide gels on a fluorescence microplate reader can be
found in the “Materials and methods” section (Supplementary
Fig. S2B-2F) [30].

Since the catalytic domain of Tet1 (Tet1CD) is sufficient for
5mC to 5hmC conversion [30,35], we were interested in how
Tet1CD interacts with DNA. To this end, we incubated purified,
mcherry-tagged Tet1CD proteins with ATTO-647N labeled DNA
oligonucleotides containing a single fully methylated CpG site
for 90 min at 37 �C. Protein–DNA complexes and free DNA were
then separated on a native polyacrylamide gel. As a control, the
methyl-CpG binding domain (MBD) of Mecp2, which was shown
to have a preference for methylated CpG dinucleotides [30] was
used. As shown in Fig. 2B, both proteins formed complexes with
methylated DNA under the given reaction conditions (Fig. 2B,
upper row). To further test the specificity of Tet1CD proteins to
methylated DNA, we incubated both proteins with methylated
DNA in the presence of unmethylated competitor DNA
poly(dI:dC). In contrast to the MBD, Tet1CD did not form a com-
plex with methylated DNA in the presence of poly(dI:dC) (Fig.
2B, lower row) indicating that Tet1CD interacts with DNA irre-
spective of its methylation status.

To further confirm and extend these data, we incubated His-
tagged Tet1CD or YFP-tagged MBD proteins with DNA oligonu-
cleotides containing a single fully methylated CpG (ATTO647N
labeled) together with either a single unmethylated CpG
(ATTO550 labeled) or a non-CpG (ATTO550 labeled). After 90 min
of incubation at 37 �C, DNA–protein complexes were separated
on a native polyacrylamide gel. As shown in Fig. 3, Tet1CD
formed complexes with methylated and unmethylated

Figure 1: Stepwise dissection of DNA base flipping. Three steps: (i) protein–DNA binding, (ii) base flipping, and (iii) base modification are involved in DNA base modifica-

tion or repair. A: adenine, T: thymine, C: cytosine, G: guanine. Tet: Tet-eleven translocation protein. M.HpaII: HpaII methyltransferase. Mbd4: Methyl-CpG binding

domain protein 4. The green shape represents protein, which binds, flips, and modifies DNA bases.
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oligonucleotides corroborating the previous results using
poly(dI:dC) as competitor. When compared to MBD proteins,
which have a preference for methylated DNA, Tet1CD showed
only a slight preference for methylated oligonucleotides.
Moreover, Tet1CD exhibited also slightly higher binding affini-
ties to methylated CpG DNA compared to non-CpG DNA
(Supplementary Fig. S3). These results indicate that although
5mC is a substrate of Tet, it does not significantly enhance Tet
binding to DNA, whereas it does enhance the binding of MBD
proteins.

Multicolor fluorescently tagged proteins and fluorescently
labeled DNA have already been used to detect protein and DNA
interactions. To detect fluorescence intensities, previous stud-
ies used fluorescence spectrophotometry analysis [37]. In addi-
tion, multicolor EMSAs were also used to measure fluorescence
intensity and to determine the specificity of proteins to multiple
DNA substrates [38]. However, the simultaneous detection of
multiple fluorescence signals is often limited, since excitation
and emission filters are not easily exchangeable in commercial
fluorescence imagers. Our novel detection method, which is
based on a fluorescence multiwell plate reader, however, allows
detection of most commercially available fluorescent dyes with-
out spectral bleed-through and offers full freedom to choose
dyes for protein or DNA labeling.

DNA base flipping detection assay

After protein–DNA complex formation, most DNA base modi-
fiers or excision proteins use a base flipping mechanism to ac-
cess their DNA substrate (Fig. 1).

M.HhaI crystal structures showed that base flipping occurs
in both, ternary complexes including DNA, the methyltransfer-
ase and its cofactor, as well as in binary complexes lacking its
cofactor [20,22], indicating that the cofactor itself is not crucial
for the base flipping reaction. Moreover, previous studies
showed that M.HhaI induced base flipping can be detected only
in the absence of its cofactor by CAA treatment [24], suggesting
that the cofactor blocks the reaction of CAA with the flipped
base. Until now, CAA has been used in combination with piperi-
dine (which cleaves modified nucleotides such as 3,N4-etheno-
cytosine) to detect base flipping in various systems due to its
high reactivity with unpaired cytosines. The product of the reac-
tion, 3,N4-ethenocytosine, disrupts hydrogen bonds with gua-
nine and decreases DNA double strand stability [39,40] (Fig. 4A).
Since HRM analysis is used to measure DNA thermostability, we
tested whether a novel combination of CAA treatment and HRM
analysis could be used to detect DNA base flipping.

Since CAA reacts with both, adenosine and cytosine in sin-
gle-stranded DNA, which is produced during HRM analysis, we
first tested the effect of different CAA concentrations on the

Figure 2: Binding specificity of Tet1 to DNA. (A) Comparison of conventional EMSA (left, lanes 1–3) and multicolor EMSA (right lanes 1–5). Left lane 1: protein with iso-

tope labeled DNA. Left lane 2: protein with isotope labeled DNA and competitor DNA. Left lane 3: isotope labeled DNA. Right lane 1: fluorescently tagged protein with

fluorescently labeled DNA. Right lane 2: fluorescently tagged protein with fluorescently labeled DNA and competitor DNA. Right lane 3: fluorescently labeled DNA.

Right lane 4: fluorescently tagged protein with two different fluorescently labeled DNAs. Right lane 5: Two different fluorescently tagged proteins with fluorescently la-

beled DNAs. (B) Binding specificity of Tet1CD (catalytic domain of Tet1) and MBD of Mecp2 (methyl-CpG binding protein 2) to methylated DNA. Purified mcherry-

Tet1CD (2 mM) (magenta) was incubated with a 42-bp long oligonucleotide (1 mM) containing a symmetrically methylated CpG site (black) at 37 �C. After 90 min, free

DNA and DNA-Tet1CD complexes were separated on a native polyacrylamide gel. As a control, the MBD protein (green, 2 mM) of Mecp2 was used. Minus and plus indi-

cate cathode and anode, respectively. The fluorescence intensities were detected on a fluorescence microplate reader (see “Materials and methods” section) and inten-

sities were plotted as line plots and heatmaps using RStudio. The upper part shows binding of Tet1CD (left) and the MBD of Mecp2 (right) to methylated DNA. The

lower part shows binding of Tet1CD (left) or MBD (right) to methylated DNA in the presence of competitor DNA poly(dI:dC) (grey, 200 ng). Independent experiments

were repeated twice. Shown is one representative result. A summary of the binding specificity of Tet1CD and MBD is shown at the bottom of the figure.
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thermostability of double-stranded DNA under the HRM analy-
sis conditions. Therefore, we incubated hemimethylated DNA
with varying amounts of CAA and performed HRM analysis 1 h
after incubation at 37 �C. As shown in Supplementary Fig. S4A,
under our assay condition the highest CAA concentration,
where most of the double-stranded DNA was still intact, was
50 mM. Next, we incubated hemimethylated DNA with CAA
concentrations between 0 mM and 50 mM in the presence or ab-
sence of M.HpaII (without the cofactor SAM), respectively.

Seventy minutes after incubation at 37 �C, the HRM analysis
was performed (Supplementary Fig. S4B). We observed the larg-
est melting temperature (Tm) differences between M.HpaII
treated and untreated DNA in the presence of 30 mM CAA
(Supplementary Fig. S4B). Furthermore, we observed no detect-
able Tm differences with high CAA concentrations (40 mM and
50 mM) (Supplementary Fig. S4B). However, with low
CAA concentrations, the Tm differences correlated with CAA
amounts (Supplementary Fig. S4B). Thus, we found 30 mM CAA

Figure 3: Binding specificity of Tet1CD and MBD of Mecp2 to methylated and unmethylated DNA. Purified His-Tet1CD or YFP-MBD was incubated with methylated CpG

and unmethylated CpG DNA. After 90 min of incubation at 37 �C, free DNA and DNA–protein complexes were separated on a 4.5% native polyacrylamide gel. To quan-

tify the binding, the amounts of unbound DNA (intensities of free DNA bands measured using Image J) were plotted below the gel. Independent experiments were re-

peated twice. Shown is one representative result. mC:mC, fully methylated CpG containing DNA; C:C, unmethylated CpG containing DNA. Free DNA and protein–DNA

complexes are indicated on the gel.
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to be the best condition for the detection of cytosine flipping. To
further validate this result, we used a control oligonucleotide,
which does not contain the M.HpaII recognition motif CCGG, for
which M.HpaII showed a slightly lower binding preference than
for CCGG containing DNA (Supplementary Fig. S4C). As shown
in Fig. 4B, a similar melting temperature was observed for the
non-CCGG containing oligonucleotide in the presence of
M.HpaII and CAA. In contrast, hemimethylated CCGG contain-
ing oligonucleotide showed a decreased melting temperature
with M.HpaII incubation. These results indicate that the CAA re-
action only takes place when M.HpaII recognizes its substrate.
Previous studies [24] using CAA concentrations >50 mM
could not detect M.HpaII-induced DNA base flipping and ac-
cordingly claim that CAA disrupts protein–DNA complexes,
which might already be the case at our highest tested

concentrations (40 mM and 50 mM). In summary, we showed
that the combination of CAA treatment and HRM analysis can
be used to detect base flipping induced by Dnmts, such as
M.HpaII, which until now could not be shown by any other
methods.

Next, we assayed Tet1-mediated DNA base flipping using
CAA treatment and HRM analysis. We first tested the complex
formation ability of Tet1 and DNA in the presence of 30 mM CAA.
As shown in Supplementary Fig. S5A, binding of Tet1 to DNA is
not affected by the presence of CAA. Therefore, we next incu-
bated hemimethylated DNA with or without Tet1 proteins (with-
out cofactors Fe(II) and 2-oxoglutarate) in the presence of 30 mM
or 0 mM of CAA. After 2 h of incubation, the HRM analysis was
performed (Fig. 5A). Similar to M.HpaII, the Tm values decreased
with Tet1 incubation in the presence of 30 mM CAA

Figure 4: Detection of HpaII methyltransferase (M.HpaII) mediated DNA base flipping. (A) 0.5 mM of hemimethylated or non-CCGG containing DNA was incubated with

or without 1.25 pmol (4 units) of M.HpaII in the presence of 30 mM CAA. CAA reacts with cytosine when it is flipped out of the DNA helix. The reaction product 3,N4-

ethenocytosine (�C) disrupts hydrogen bonds with the base guanine in the complementary strand. The presence of 3,N4-ethenocytosine (�C) can be detected with HRM

analysis, due to its low Tm contribution to double-stranded DNA. (B) Normalized SYBR green fluorescence intensities (left) and the corresponding derivative of intensi-

ties (right) were plotted using RStudio. Independent experiments were repeated two times. Shown is one representative result with three technical replicates. The

P-values of student’s t-test are indicated in the plot. Tm: melting temperature. C: cytosine; G: guanine; M:C: hemimethylated DNA; X:X: non-CpG containing DNA.
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(Supplementary Fig. S5B). To further test whether the CAA reac-
tion is specific for flipped 5mC, we incubated a hemimethylated
CpG or non-CpG containing DNA with the Tet1 protein in the
presence of 30 mM CAA. As shown in Fig. 5B, a decrease Tm value
was also observed for non-CpG containing DNA raising the possi-
bility that Tet flips other bases. However, the Tm decrease for
non-CpG DNA is smaller than for CpG containing DNA. These re-
sults indicate that the combination of CAA and HRM can be used
to detect Tet protein-induced base flipping. In summary, the
combination of CAA treatment and HRM analysis can be used to
detect DNA base flipping induced by M.HpaII and Tet1.

DNA base excision detection assay

As previously mentioned, the glycosylase Mbd4 also uses a DNA
base flipping mechanism to excise mismatched DNA bases. The

base 2-aminopurine (2AP) has previously been used to detect
base flipping because it fluoresces when not base paired. Since
Mbd4 excises mismatched DNA bases, we tested whether this
simpler method could be used to measure base flipping or base
excision. We first tested the fluorescence measurement of 2AP
with 320 nm excitation and 370 nm emission wavelengths using
a fluorescence micro plate reader. As shown in Supplementary
Fig. S6A, 0.4 mM of single-stranded oligonucleotide containing
2AP showed higher fluorescence intensity than an oligonu-
cleotide containing canonical DNA bases. Then, we further
incubated Mbd4 proteins (Supplementary Fig. S6D) with a dou-
ble-stranded DNA oligonucleotide containing a 2AP:G mismatch
(Supplementary Fig. S6B and Fig. S6C) in the context of a meth-
ylated CpG site and measured the 2AP fluorescence intensity
(Supplementary Fig. S7A). No increased fluorescence intensity
for oligonucleotides containing 2AP was observed in the

Figure 5: Detection of Tet1 mediated DNA base flipping. (A) 0.5 mM of hemimethylated or non-CCGG containing DNA was incubated with or without 2 mM of the cata-

lytic domain of Tet1 (Tet1CD) in the presence of 30 mM CAA. CAA reacts with 5mC when it is flipped out of the DNA helix. The reaction product 3,N4-ethenomethylcyto-

sine (�mC) disrupts hydrogen bonds with base guanine in the complementary strand. The presence of 3,N4-ethenomethylcytosine (�mC) can be detected with HRM

analysis, due to its low Tm contribution to double-stranded DNA. (B) Normalized fluorescent SYBR green intensities (left) and the corresponding derivative of intensi-

ties (right) were plotted using RStudio. Independent experiments were repeated two times. Shown is one representative result with three averaged technical replicates.

The P-values of student’s t-test are indicated in the plot. Tm: melting temperature. C: cytosine; G: guanine; M:C: hemi methylated DNA; X:X: non-CpG containing DNA.
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presence of Mbd4 (Supplementary Fig. S7A). Previous studies
showed that Mbd4 preferentially binds to DNA containing a T:G
mismatch (Supplementary Fig. S8) which serves as its substrate
[18, 41]. To further test whether 2AP could be excised by Mbd4,
we performed a Mbd4 glycosylase activity assay by running a
denaturing gel using a T:G mismatch containing oligo as a con-
trol. As shown in Supplementary Fig. S7B, Mbd4 showed a glyco-
sylase activity for the T:G mismatched oligo but not for the 2AP:G
mismatched oligo. Since Mbd4 can excise the mismatched base
T and thereby change the melting temperature of the DNA, we
performed HRM analysis to test whether it could be used to de-
tect Mbd4-induced base excision. As shown in Fig. 6, a small but
significantly decreased Tm was observed for DNA containing mis-
matched T:G with Mbd4 incubation (Fig. 6A), but not for hemime-
thylated DNA (Fig. 6B). These results indicate that in addition to
denaturing gel analysis, HRM can be used to detect Mbd4-induced
base excision.

DNA base modification detection assay

Tet proteins oxidize 5mC to 5hmC in the presence of their cofac-
tors Fe(II) and 2-oxoglutarate [8, 9]. Recent studies have shown
that similar to 5mC, 5hmC is a stable epigenetic mark [42]. To
better understand the function of 5hmC, several methods have
been developed to quantify the amount of 5hmC [43]. The clas-
sical method used to measure 5mC in the past few decades is
bisulfite conversion sequencing; however, this method cannot
discriminate 5mC from 5hmC [44]. Fortunately, several variants
capable of discriminating 5mC from 5hmC [45, 46] and even
from 5fC [47] and 5caC [48] have been developed and success-
fully used to map the different DNA modifications across the
genome. Besides sophisticated sequencing methods, restriction
enzymes, which specifically digest 5mC/5hmC modified DNA
were discovered [49] and antibodies, that specifically recognize
DNA base modifications, have been developed. However, all of
the above mentioned methods are time-consuming and some

of them, like antibody-based approaches, are restricted by their
respective detection sensitivity [50].

Previous studies showed that 5mC increases DNA double
strand stability by strengthening base stacking interactions [51].
Here, we tested whether modifications of 5mC affect DNA ther-
mostability by HRM analysis. In accordance with previous stud-
ies, we found that 5hmC containing DNA exhibits lower Tm
values compared to 5mC containing DNA (Supplementary Fig.
S9A) [52–54]. As with 5hmC, 5fC, and 5caC containing DNA ex-
hibited lower Tm values (Supplementary Fig. S9A) when com-
pared to methylated DNA and, accordingly, decreased DNA
double strand thermostability. The observation that the oxi-
dized derivatives of 5mC decrease DNA thermostability implies
that Tet-mediated 5mC oxidation can be detected indirectly by
measuring DNA thermostability.

As we have shown above, the HRM analysis can be used to
measure DNA double strand thermostability. We first tested the
effect of oligonucleotide length (10, 20, and 42 bp) on the melting
temperature of unmodified oligonucleotides. We found that 20
and 42 bp oligonucleotides gave melting temperatures >50 �C
(Supplementary Fig. S9B). We next assayed Tet1 oxidation using
the 42-bp oligonucleotide by HRM analysis. We incubated fully
methylated 42 bp oligonucleotides with Tet1 proteins in the
presence of their cofactors. As a control, reactions were pre-
pared in duplicates, whereby one sample contained and the
other one lacked Tet1. After 2 h of incubation at 37 �C, the HRM
analysis was performed. We measured a decreased Tm value of
the Tet1 modified versus the unmodified oligonucleotide
(Supplementary Fig. S9C). This difference was very small
(0.23 �C). As one strategy to enhance this Tm difference, we
tested addition of a shorter 20-mer oligonucleotide with the
same sequence as the middle part of the 42-bp oligonucleotide
before running the HRM analysis (Supplementary Fig. S9D). As
shown in Supplementary Fig. S9D, DNA incubated with Tet1
proteins exhibited 0.6 �C lower Tm values than DNA incubated
without Tet1 enzymes. Since we showed that Tet oxidation

Figure 6: Detection of Mbd4 mediated DNA base excision. Detection of Mbd4 mediated base excision using 42 bp oligonucleotides containing T:G mismatch in the con-

text of a methylated CpG (A). As a control, hemimethylated oligonucleotides were used (B). In all, 1 mM of oligonucleotides was incubated with 2 mM of Mbd4 for 120 min

at 37 �C. After incubation, the samples were incubated at 50 �C for 1 h in the presence of 20 mg proteinase K. Then, HRM analysis was performed. Solid and dashed lines

indicate incubation of DNA with or without Mbd4, respectively. Independent experiments were repeated at least three times. Shown is one representative result with

four technical replicates. The P-values of student’s t-test are indicated in the plot. T: thymine; C: cytosine.
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products decrease Tm values of double-stranded DNA
(Supplementary Fig. S9A), we conclude that Tet-mediated 5mC
oxidation can be detected by HRM analysis. Considering that
Tet proteins produce a mixture of 5mC modifications with vari-
ant Tm values (Supplementary Fig. S9A), the expected melting
curve would have multiple peaks. To test the behavior of DNA
mixtures with different Tm values, we performed HRM analysis
with different ratios of unmethylated and fully methylated
DNA. As depicted in Supplementary Fig. S9E, only one peak
could be detected for each DNA mixture; however, Tm values in-
creased with the amount of methylated DNA. This result indi-
cates that the measured Tm values represent the Tm of a DNA
mixture, where the amount of each DNA modification affects
the observed Tm. Taken together, we show that HRM analysis
is sensitive enough to detect Tet-mediated 5mC oxidation
activity.

As mentioned in the introduction, deamination of one 5mC
at symmetrically methylated CpG sites creates T:G mismatches
in vivo. Up until now it is not known whether Tet proteins can
act on the opposite non-deaminated 5mC. To test this, we incu-
bated DNA oligonucleotides containing a T:G mismatch in the
context of a methylated CpG site with Tet1 proteins and per-
formed the HRM analysis. As shown in Supplementary Fig. S9F,
we found a 0.3 �C decreased Tm value in the presence of Tet1,
indicating that Tet1 proteins oxidize 5mC in mismatched
CpG sites.

Tet-mediated 5mC oxidation is a Fe(II) and 2-oxoglutarate
dependent process. Besides these two cofactors, DTT and ATP
were reported to be crucial for Tet1 enzymatic activity [55]. To
test whether our assay can be used to detect the effect of cofac-
tors on Tet1 activity, we incubated fully methylated oligonucle-
otides with Tet1 proteins in oxidation buffer with or without
ATP and DTT. After the oxidation reaction, the HRM analysis
was performed. As shown in Supplementary Fig. S10A, Tet1 did
not alter Tm values of DNA when incubated in oxidation buffer
without DTT and ATP. In the presence of ATP and DTT, in con-
trast, the Tm of DNA was decreased (by 0.6 �C) in the presence of
Tet1 (Supplementary Fig. S10B), indicating that DTT and ATP

are crucial for Tet1-mediated oxidation and HRM analysis can
be used to test Tet activity.

Since only one symmetrically methylated CpG is present in
the 42-bp oligonucleotide and the decreased Tm after Tet1 incu-
bation is, therefore, small, we next tested whether shorter oligo-
nucleotides would lead to greater Tm differences. We chose a
20-mer long oligonucleotide as this still gave rise to a Tm >50 �C
(Supplementary Fig. S9A). As shown in Fig. 7A, the Tm difference
between the 20 bp DNA with or without Tet is 1 �C, which is
higher than the 0.6 �C for the 42-bp DNA.

To further assess whether the HRM could be used to detect
Tet activity in multiple 5mC containing DNA, a 377-bp PCR frag-
ment was incubated with Tet1 and subjected to HRM analysis.
This amplicon contains 189 5mC and 42 mCpG sites. As shown
in Fig. 7B, although the Tm values vary between reactions possi-
bly due to the varying levels of 5mC oxidation, a large Tm shift
was observed (around 3 �C) due to Tet activity.

In summary, these results indicate that HRM can be used to
test Tet oxidation activity in vitro even with a single (5mC) base
resolution.

Prior to 5mC oxidation by Tet enzymes, cytosine methyla-
tion is required and performed by Dnmts. The HpaII methyl-
transferase is one of these enzymes and methylates the
internal cytosine in CCGG sequence (Supplementary Fig. S11A).
As methylation of cytosine increases DNA Tm values
(Supplementary Fig. S9E), we further tested whether the HRM
analysis could be used to detect methyltransferase activity. To
this end, we incubated M.HpaII and unmethylated CCGG con-
taining oligonucleotide in the presence of its cofactor SAM. Two
hours after incubation, the reactions were directly used for HRM
analysis. As shown in Supplementary Fig. S11B, a significantly
increased Tm (0.3 �C) was observed with M.HpaII incubation
compared to non-M.HpaII incubated DNA. In addition, similar
to Tet oxidation, the Tm difference (1.3 �C) is larger when a 20-
bp oligonucleotide was used (Fig. 8, compare red line without
enzyme with blue line with 2 units of enzyme). These results in-
dicate that the HRM can be used to detect methyltransferase ac-
tivity in vitro.

Figure 7: Detection of Tet1-mediated 5mC oxidation. (A) Detection of Tet oxidation activity using 20 bp oligonucleotides. In all, 0.5 mM of fully methylated 20 bp DNA

was incubated with 2 mM of Tet1CD. After 2 h incubation, DNA was used for HRM analysis. Independent experiments were repeated twice. Shown is one representative

result with three technical replicates. The P-values of student’s t-test are indicated in the plot. (B) Detection of Tet oxidation activity using a PCR fragment containing

multiple methylated cytosines. In all, 50 ng of 377 bp methylated PCR fragment was incubated with 2 mM of Tet1CD. After 2 h incubation, DNA was used for HRM anal-

ysis. Independent experiments were repeated twice. Shown is one representative result with four technical replicates. hmC: 5-hydroxymethylcytosine; fC:

5-Formylcytosine; caC: 5-carboxylcytosine.
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Compared to antibody-based assays, the HRM detection of
either methyltransferase activity or Tet-mediated 5mC oxida-
tion activity is time saving and highly reproducible. A single
modification in DNA is usually difficult to detect by antibodies.
HRM analysis, however, is sensitive enough to discriminate
even single modifications in DNA oligonucleotides. Altogether,
we show that HRM analysis can be used to test Tet-mediated
5mC oxidation and methyltransferase activity in vitro.

Conclusions

Accurate detection of DNA binding, base flipping and modifica-
tion is crucial to understand the function and regulation of vari-
ous proteins, such as methylcytosine writers, readers, and
modifiers. Here, we present methods to step by step detect Tet1
binding, flipping, and oxidation of 5mC (Fig. 9). Multicolor
EMSAs can be used to measure substrate preferences of multi-
ple proteins to multiple oligonucleotides in one reaction.
However, the analysis of DNA protein interactions is often lim-
ited, since conventional fluorescence imagers contain fixed ex-
citation and emission filters that allow the detection of only
some color combinations. Thus, we developed a method for the
simultaneous detection of various commercially available fluo-
rescent proteins/dyes on a fluorescence plate reader without
spectral bleed-through. As a result, detection optimization al-
lowed us to quantitate the binding of Tet1 proteins to differen-
tially labeled DNA substrates by EMSAs and we found that
Tet1CD proteins exhibited little DNA sequence specificity with
only a slight preference for methylated CpG containing DNA.

Currently used methods for the detection of base flipping
are costly and time consuming. Here, we developed a rapid and
sensitive assay, which combines CAA treatment and HRM tem-
perature analysis to assay proteins that use a base flipping
mechanism. With this combined method, we could show that
Tet1 and also M.HpaII flip its substrate for subsequent modifica-
tion. The base flipping activity of the latter had so far escaped
detection with currently available methods.

For the detection of base excision by Mbd4 glycosylase, de-
naturing gel analysis has been thus far the method of choice.
We show here that HRM analysis can be used to detect a single
abasic site and, thus, is an alternative sensitive method to assay
glycosylase activity.

Finally, we show that HRM analysis can be used to detect Tet
activity under different buffer conditions and can further be ex-
tended to methyltransferase activity. Accordingly, this method
is particularly suitable to screen different cofactors and inhibi-
tors that facilitate or impede Tet or methyltransferase activity.

Figure 8: Detection of methyltransferase activity. Detection of M.HpaII activity

using 20 bp oligonucleotides containing an unmethylated CpG. 0.1 mM of unme-

thylated DNA was incubated with varying amount of M.HpaII for 120 min at

37 �C. After incubation, HRM analysis was performed. Independent experiments

were repeated at least two times. Shown is one representative result with three

technical replicates. The P-values of student’s t-test are indicated in the plot. C:

cytosine; U: M.HpaII units.

Figure 9: Summary of the different methods used for detection of DNA–protein interactions, DNA base flipping and DNA base modifications. A: adenine; T: thymine;

C: cytosine; G: guanine. HRM temperature analysis. The green shape represents protein, which binds, flips, and modifies or excises DNA bases.
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In conclusion, all of the above methods are easily performed,
highly reproducible, and are suitable for the detection of DNA
base modifications, their readers, and modifiers.
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